
--- ITALIAN VERSIONE ABOVE --- 

REGULATIONS 

Prizes for most innovative Laurea Magistrale theses  “Environment, 

Innovation and Sustainability:  Youth Actively Building Their Future” -  

V edition 

1 - Description of Call  

The prize award promoted by the Lions Club Val San Martino in collaboration with SILEA 

S.p.A aims at encouraging the Politecnico di Milano Polo Territoriale di Lecco students to

commit their efforts and research in the areas of the Environment, Innovation, and

Sustainability.

Given the premise above, the Lions Club Val San Martino promotes and rewards the ideas 

which have potential for future job opportunities 

• Environment and Sustainability

• New Tecnologies

2 - Details and Recipients 

The total endowment worth € 6.000,00 to be divided in three prizes are for highly 

motivated Politecnico di Milano - Polo territoriale di Lecco Laurea Magistrale students’ 

final dissertations in: 

-Building and Architectural Engineering

-Civil Engineering for Risk Mitigation

-Mechanical Engineering

Highly innovative theses most be discussed from October 4, 2023 to July 17, 2024 

More specifially, the following themes are eligible: 



 DEGREE PROGRAM THEME 

Building and Architectural 

Engineering 

Renovation or new construction innovative 

project focused on environmental sustainability 

Civil Engineering for Risk Mitigation Environmental and/or infrastructural Risk 

Mitigation 

Mechanical Engineering Circular economy, sustainable production and 

high technological innovation 

The goal of this competition is to assess the degree of innovation, quality, complexity, 

completeness, and originality of the thesis’ subject. 

3 - Distribution of Resources 

The entire sum available for this award to the winning theses is of € 6.000,00 gross 

including all fees due by the financial sponsors. 

The prizes will be awarded as follows: 

n.1 prize € 2.000,00 To the best thesis in Building and Architectural 

Engineering 

n.1 prize € 2.000,00 To the best thesis in Civil Engineering for Risk 

Mitigation 

n.1 prize € 2.000,00 To the best thesis in Mechanical Engineering 

For several authors for one Thesis, the sum of € 2,000.00 will be will be divided into 

equal parts for each one. 

The jury may award an additional prize to the three above, to one of highly worthy thesis. 

Not all prizes will be designate if the Commission will consider that none of the thesis 

presented are to be worthy. 



The Commission reserves the right to designate a maximum of two honorable mentions 

(no prize attached)  for each degree program. 

4 - How to Participate 

The candidates (individual thesis or the person designated to represent the group of 

authors) must present the following: 

• Application for Prize available at http://www.polimi.it/servizionline (Benefits and

Agreements > Scholarships, Degree Prizes or Economic Benefits)

Submission deadline for the online application: September 26, 2024 at 

12.00 (Midday, Italian time)  including the following: 

n.1 file format .doc or .docx (NO .pdf), annex 1 in the competition call or bando

- Full thesis title

- First and last name of the faculty thesis supervisor

- Matriculation or personal registration number, first and last name, and email address for

each thesis author

- A telephone number only for the group representative

- A 500 characters (keystrokes ) including spaces thesis abstract

In addition to the online application, the candidates must send a folder called “group 

leader’s surname _VALSA IV ed” to the address borse-premi-lecco@polimi.it using 

https://filesender.polimi.it with: 

- a digital copy of the thesis discussed for graduation (appello di Laurea) called

“group lider’s surname-tesi_VALSA V ed”;

- a PowerPoint called "group leader’s surname-ppt_VALSA V ed" composed of a

maximum of 5 slides to present the research of the thesis

http://www.polimi.it/servizionline
https://context.reverso.net/traduzione/inglese-italiano/Midday%2C+Italian+time
mailto:borse-premi-lecco@polimi.it
https://filesender.polimi.it/


Submission deadline for send the folder: September 26, 2024 at 12.00 

(Midday, Italian time)  

Late applications, attachments after September 26, 2024 noon and abstract exceeding 

500 characters (keystrokes) including spaces will not be accepted and  the candindance 

will be rejected 

5 - Members of the Jury 

- Lions Club Val San Martino President or a delegate;

- Lions Club Val San Martino council member;

- SILEA President or a delegate;

- Polo territoriale di Lecco Vice Rector or a delegate;

- Building and Architectural Engineering coordinator or a delegate;

- Civil Engineering for Risk Mitigation coordinator or a delegate;

- Mechanical Engineering coordinator or a delegate

6 - Prize-award Ceremony 

A prize-award ceremony will be scheduled in December or during the first months of the 

following year 

7 -  Next edition 

Lions Club Val San Martino and Silea will support graduates of the master's degree 

courses of Polo territoriale di Lecco also for the next academic year 2024-2025, the 

modalities  will be announced in the first months from the beginning of the reference 

academic year. 

https://context.reverso.net/traduzione/inglese-italiano/Midday%2C+Italian+time


Annex 1 

Application form 

Prizes for most innovative Laurea Magistrale theses “Environment, 
Innovation and Sustainability:  Youth Actively Building Their Future” – 

 IV edition 

Thesis Title: 

First Name, Last Name of Thesis Presenter: 

Authors, including the Presenter of the Thesis: 

MATRICOLA NAME SURNAME EMAIL 

Name, last name and telephone number of group representative 

Thesis Abstract of 500 characters including spaces: 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Proin vitae porttitor mauris, sit amet pellentesque 

nulla. Donec lobortis neque metus, vitae luctus neque suscipit et. Aenean vitae malesuada urna. Aenean 

pretium porta commodo. Quisque sit amet ipsum eu ex mollis tincidunt et at sem. Etiam laoreet in eros non 

blandit. Aliquam sit amet mi eget erat eleifend mattis. Praesent nec ante nisl. Curabitur fringilla non nisi 

eget eleifend. Maecenas eu cursus lorem, non suscipit augue. Fusce metus. 




